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This newsletter highlights activities of the centre and its members.

While Christmas is approaching and daylight hours are slowly increasing, CORA is sending the last newsletter of this year.

It was an amazing year for CORA, full of numerous activities and publications.

2017 celebrates the Reformation. Even though this historical event is primarily a religious event, it has had a profound and lasting impact on both society and law. CORA has held a special seminar to mark the 500th anniversary of the Reformation on 31 October 2017. You will get a chance to read the main part of the presentations in the “Ugeskrift for Retsvæsen” during the next year.

We would like to thank all of you for the excellent and productive cooperation. We look forward to continuing our successful relationship with you next year. We hope you enjoy reading our newsletter.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Upcoming conferences etc.

Research track on the law in a media society

Media legal network: 2 topics will be discussed during the meeting: “Er medieansvarsloven tidsvarende?” and “Rette adressat for forbud”. Presentations by attorney Peter Lambert, prof. Sten Schaumburg-Müller, attorney Martin Dahl Pedersen and associate prof. Trine Baumbach, January 25 2018 at 15:00-17:00.
Research track on the sustainable development in a legal perspective

China in International Economic Dispute Resolution. International conference with globally renowned academics and practitioners analysing China’s contemporary policies and involvement in trade, investment, commercial and energy disputes. Organizers: Wen Xiang (CORA), Joanna Jemielniak (iCourts), Renmin University of China, with support of ThinkChina.dk and Dreyer Foundation, January 17-18 2018.

China in International Economic Law: New Horizons. Seminar focuses, among other topics, on China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and China’s involvement in the new trade and investments agreement. Organizers: Wen Xiang (CORA), Joanna Jemielniak (iCourts), Renmin University of China, with support of ThinkChina.dk and Dreyer Foundation, January 19 2018 at 11:00-13:00.

Articles and books etc.

Research track on the legal basic concepts and patterns of thought


Research track on the law in a control society


Research track on the law in a media society


Research track on the sustainable development in a legal perspective


Recent conferences etc.

Research track on the law in a control society

Reformation, State and Administration. CORA’s seminar to mark the 500th Anniversary of the 95 Thesis against indulgence. Introduction by Trine Baumbach, presentations by Niels Henrik Gregersen (prof. TEO, KU) and Morten Kjaer (assistant prof. SDU) and from the faculty: Helle Vogt, Rasmus Feldthusen, Henrik Palmer Olsen and Henrik Stevnsborg, October 31 2017.


Research track on the law in a media society
Se og Hør-case. Open lecture on Se og Hør-case by special prosecutor Morten Frederiksen. Opening and closing remarks by Trine Baumbach, October 12 2017, 12:15-14:00.

UBVA-symposium: Trine Baumbach participated in UBVA’s annual symposium ”Information Wants to be Free” and held a speech on private life protection with the title: “ECHR Art. 8, privatlivets fred og den sunde fornuft”, Copenhagen University, November 9 2017.

Forskningspor om bæredygtig udvikling i retligt perspektiv
Anita Rønne. Lecture: “EU Renewable Policy and Law”, was invited under the programme “Eminent Energy Law Speakers”, Calgary University, Canada, October 2 2017.


Other activities

Lectures and other activities
CORA’s project bazaar. Henrik Stevnsborg, Trine Baumbach and Peter Pagh Presentation on potential master’s thesis topics within CORA’s field of research for master’s students, October 10 2017.


CORA’s BA project preparatory seminar. Trine Baumbach and Peter Pagh Presentation on writing a BA project on the recent case law within, respectively, Media Law and Environmental Law. All the Faculty centres contribute to seminars, annual topic is “Case Law in Jurisprudence”, October 26 2017.

Mette Volquartzen. Guest lecturer on the course “Politiet og Samfundet”, Department of Sociology, UCPH, November 7 2017.

Mette Volquartzen. Evaluation seminar of the PhD project by professor emerita Eva Smith, November 8 2017.
Lin Adrian. Joint seminar with the Danish and German master’s students in Conflict Management at the Europa-Universität Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder), November 10 2018.


Personalia

Peter Mortensen is back from leave (temporary judge of the High Court).

Best regards

Trine Baumbach
Head of centre